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Professionnal induction hob 
 

Keep warm product 

Uaer’a guide 
For your induction hob 

Dear Customer, 
We would like to congratulate you on the purchase of your ADVENTYS product. 
 
This one has been manufactured according to the very latest developments, using modern, 
safe electrical and electronic components. 
 
Please take the time to read this user’s guide before using this appliance. 
Thank you for your confidence in our products. 
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Technictli apecificttiona 
Modeli:  Z1IC UC STONE / INDUC-STONE 

Ntme: Keep warm Integrated induction hob 

Mttéritlia: Stainless steel and EZ  

Power:   650W  

Eliectricity auppliy: single phase 230V +/-10% 50Hz 

Current:  3A Max 

Controlia  4 Capacitive touches and timer  

Dimenaiona of tppliitnce integrtted  W 340 X D 340 X H 173 mm 

Dimenaiona of tppliitnce buit-in W 376 X D 376 X H 173 mm 

Dimenaiona of the inductor:  210 mm 

Mtximun weight tliliowed on the tppliitnce:  20 kg  

Net weight of the tppliitnce:   6 Kg 

Emission of electromagnetic radiation not 
ionisante for the human body. The emitted 
energy is insufficient to cause the ionization. 

CAUTION: presence of dangerous 
tension inside the product. 

Compliitnce tnd wtate atttement 
This product complies with current EU directives. We certify this in the EU compliance statement. We 
can send you a copy of the compliance statement in question if required. 
 
The packing materials in which this appliance is packed are recyclable. Please recycle them by disposing  
of them in the appropriate containers at your local facility. In so doing, you will be making a               

contribution to the protection of the environment. 
 
At the end of its useful life, the appliance to be scrapped must be destroyed in accordance with the applicable   
national regulations that govern the elimination and recycling of waste. We recommend you contact a company 
that specialises in waste disposal. 

 
WARNING : 
To avoid all risks associated with the destruction of the appliance, ensure that it is disconnected from 
themains and that the mains cable is removed. 
 
PLEASE NOTE ! 
When destroying the appliance, local rules and the applicable regulations in your country or          
geographical zone must be adhered to. 
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Prectution of inattlilittion: 
1) Stay up has to leave a distance between the edge of the counter top and the edge of the KIT of at least 20mm 
ta welili ta between 2 KITS. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) The thickness of granite has to be maximum 20 mm 
 
3) it is necessary to bring of the fresh air through a pipe that it is necessary to link on the present funnel under 
the device 
 
4) During the installation make sure that the present sensor of temperature in the middle of the kit havea good  
conttct with the grtnite. 
 
5) Assurea good aeration of the piece of furniture where the Kit was installed, to allow the evacuation of the hot 
tir atemming from ventilittora of the induction kit . 
 
6) Think of locating well the center of the inductor. 

Contenta of the ptcktging: 

Induction Kit Command One ADVENTYS spacer 

20 mini 

20 mini 
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N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
10 11 Electrical connection         Connect the comand 
      make the electrical connections according       
       to indications.         
                 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                        

N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
04 Cleaning of the frame and the support 05 Apply silicone - glue along frame 06 Stick the frame on the support  

   By resting strongly to crush the glue  
               
                 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                        

N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
07 Cleaning Overflow silicone 08 Technical part fixing  09 Air supply connection  
After drying cut the glue overflows  in   Replace with a good tightening all screws. Connecting the fresh air inlet  funnel is 
The vertical edges of reinforcements.  Mandatory (d 100 mm)   
               
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                        

N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
01 Unpacking    02 Uncoupling frame  03 Separate the frame 
Check that the product matches the Unscrew the screws according to indications.        
product below               
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
            

Product Integrttion  

Inattlilittion by gliuing  
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N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
04 Cover the kit by the work plan 05 Air supply connection  06 Connect the comand 
 Connecting the fresh air inlet  funnel is  
       Mandatory (d 100 mm)   
                 
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                        

N°: Action:     N°: Action:     N°: Action:     
01 Unpacking    02 realize a cut in dimensions        03 Install the kit in the cut 
Check that the product matches the  310 x 326 mm       
product below               
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
                  
            

Product Integrttion  
Inattlilittion by embedding 

N°: Action:     
07 Electrical connection 
 make the electrical connections according 
 to indications.   
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Inattliliing the commtnd: 
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4 touches control panel : 
 
Option 1 : Builit-in integrttion : 
Realize a cut out of : 162 x 46 mm and put directly the control into the cut out. 

Drop your remote control into the counter. 
(To improve the waterproofness, it is recommended to add a silicone joint under the glass). 

162 
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Inattliliing the commtnd: 

Option 2 : Integrtted inattlilittion : 
 
Realize a cut out of : 176 x 62mm. You will have to create a fixation between the control and your struc-
ture. 
 

Add the silicone joint like 
on the drawing : 

Depth 62 mm. 
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Inattliliing the commtnd: 
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Insert the control panel & push it in to create a flushed finish : 
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 1: Use a material for the top of the work plan validated by ADVENTYS   
 Material thickness maximum 20mm 
 Identify the center of the home by a device of your choice. 
 
 
2:      Always position the spacer between the top and the " chafing dish " 
 For the first used make the regulation of the table by following the modus operandi on the   
 following page. 
 
 
3:  Connect a tube to take in fresh air. 

Hot air fresh air 

Firat uaed 
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Firat uaed 
To define wich level you must used tu regulate your temperature. Follow these instruction: 
 
Step 1: 
Place the spacer under the chaffing dish.   
 
Step 2: 
Place the « chaffing dish » on the spacer. 
 
Step 3: 
Fill with hot water, the « chaffing dish ». Then place a thermometer in the water and clioae the liid. 
 
Step 4: 
Set the level 10 on the keyboard. 
 
Step 5: 
After 1 hour verify the temperature on the thermometer.  
 
If the temperature is not the temperature you need*, Adjust the level to find the desirated temperature. 
  
  
Each level of regulation corresponds in approximately: 3°C +/-1°C 
 
* According to the current rules (of preservation of the food) in the country of marketing, in the case of 
keep warm function. 
 
 
Appliance exclusively for use with a device function keeps warm food under a worktop Granite or other 
types (Validated by ADVENTYS previously). 
 
The user owes necessarily used the spacer and to position him between the element to be warmed and 
the granite. 
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Uaing your hob atfety 

 If a crack appears in the surface of the glass, disconnect the appliance immediately 
 from the mains supply to avoid the risk of electric shock. To do this, remove the fuses 

 or operate the cut-off switch. 
 Do not uae your tppliitnce tgtin untili the vitrocertmic glitaa hta been replitced. 

 
Only appropriate cookware should be placed on the hob. Do not put any other object on it, no matter what it is. 
Ensure that the mains cable of any electric appliance that is plugged into a socket located in the immediate vicinity 
of the hob does not come into contact with the cooking zones. 
When cooking, never use aluminium foil and never place products that are wrapped in aluminium or frozen 
products in aluminium trays, on the hob. The aluminium will melt and will permanently damage your appliance. 
Do not clean your hob with huge amounts of water. Use a little bit of household alcohol. 
Do not use a steam cleaner. 
If the mains cable is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, their After Sales Service or a person with 
similar qualifications to avoid risk. 
This appliance is not intended for use by anyone (including children) whose physical, sensory or mental capacities 
are reduced, or lacking experience or knowledge, unless they have been able to benefit from prior instructions as 
to the use of the appliance or supervision by a person who is responsible for their safety. 
Supervise children to ensure that they do not play with the appliance. 
Users should exercise caution if wearing items such as rings, watches or similar objects when using the appliance 
since these may heat up when positioned very close to the cooking surface. 
Only use pans of the type and size recommended. 
Repairs must only be carried out by a technician who has been trained or recommended by the manufacturer. 
Take care that the coating and the surrounding areas do not contain metal surfaces. 
Your induction cooking appliance is not intended to be operated by means of an external timer or a separate 
remote control. 

The functioning of the hob complies with the currently applicable norms concerning electromagnetic      
disturbance. Your induction cooking hob therefore fully meets the legal requirements (89/336/CEE               
directives). It has been designed not to cause disturbance to other electric appliances insofar as they also 
meet the requirements of the same regulations. Your induction hob emits magnetic fields in its immediate      
surroundings. 
To avoid the possibility of interference between your cooking hob and a heart pacemaker, the latter must 
be designed to comply with the regulations that apply to it. 
In this respect, we can therefore only guarantee the compliance of our own appliance. With regardto the 
compliance of a heart pacemaker or any eventual incompatibility, we recommend that you consult its     
manufacturer or your doctor. 

The induction principle 
After the appliance is switched on and a power level is se-
lected, electronic circuits produce induced currents in the 
base of the pan which instantly transmits the heat produced 
to the foodstuffs. Cooking takes place with prtctictliliy no 
energy lioaa with a very high energy      output. 
 

If you have a heart pacemaker  
Or other active implant fitted : 
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Opertting inatruction 

Switch On the device 
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Connect the BLUE/ BROWN wire on NEUTRAL of the electric socket. 
Connect the GREY/BLACK wire on PHASE of the electric socket. 
Connect the GREEN and YELLOW wire on GROUND of the electric socket. 
 
Connect your device on the adapted electric socket of a single-phase network 230 V, 50 Hz. 
 
Press the « ON/OFF » touch to switch on the device. The value « 0 » displays on the   indi-
cator of  power. Still no power is sent at that point. 
 
Press either the LEVEL touches (+) to send power to the pan. The power display    indicates 
the temperature level set into the pan. 

Switch Off the device 

Press the « ON/OFF » touch to switch off the product. The power is cut and the display turns off. 
 
 

Timer setting 
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) Dettched commtnd  

For activate the timer press the (timer) touch. The timer light switch on and there is « ti » 
message on the display for 3 second. 
 
Press (+) and (-) to adjust the timer. The duration of the timer is between 1 and 99 minutes. 
 
The end of the timer forces the stop of the power. The product is automatically switched 
off. To stop the sound emitted at the end of the timer, a brief press on any touches is 
enough. 
 
For desactivate the timer press the (timer) touch. The timer light switch off and there is 
« te » message on the display for 3 second. 
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Opertting inatruction 
Temperature setting 
Place an induction-friendly pan on the spacer to start using the product. The indicates the level of regulation. 
Make sure the pan is not empty. If the spacer is not used the product didn’t work well and the temperature could 
be false.  
 
To adjust the temperature level press  (+) or (-)  LEVEL . 
 
Temperature level: from 1 to 20 
 
 

* (The temperature can varied according to the pan and/or the material of the counter top) 
 
Aa aoon ta the ptn ia removed from the cooking zone, the tempertture diaplity indicttea the tbaence of the 
ptn by t bliinking. There ia clioae to no conaumption of power. If the tempertture diaplity fltahea when the ptn 
recovera the cooking zone, it metna thtt the mtteritli of the ptn ia not coompttiblie with the induction 
technoliogie.  

The device is extremely safe. It makes a permanent control of the values of temperature and other electric para-
meters to guarantee to the user the best level of performance and safety at every moment.  
 
A flashing error code « Fx » can appear on the display to warn about a malfunctioning.  
 
The code error flashing is effective as long as the user doesn’t stop the device manually unplug and replug the 
unit, and then relaunch the device using the « On/Off » touch.  
 
If a code error becomes permanent without having the possibility of cancelling it by trying to relaunch the device, 
it is advised to get in touch with the after-sales service specified by the retailer of the product.  

Diaplity of apecific meaatge 

Lock the keybotrd 

By pressing simultaneously (+) and (-), you can lock the keyboard. To unlock the keyboard you have to press 
simultaneously (+) and (-). 

T (°C) 

Leveli 1     Leveli 20 
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Cookwtre Recommended 
Your induction hob ia tblie to recognize the      
mtjority of ptna tnd recipienta.  
 
Teating t ptn: place the pan on the cooking 
zone with a temperature level set : if indicttor 
attya on, your pan is compttiblie, if it fltahea, 
your pan hta not been recogniaed tnd ctnnot be 
uaed. 
You can also test with the aid of a magnet: if it 
“sticks” to the base of the pan, then the pan is 
compatible with induction technology. 
 
Induction-compttiblie ptna tre: 
• entmelilied ateeli ptna with or without a nonstick 
coating. 
• attinlieaa-ateeli ptna designed for induction. 
Most stainless steel pans are suitable if they pass 
the pan test. 
• ctat-iron ptna with or without an enamelled 
base. 

• tliuminium ptna with apecitli btaea. 
 
 
• NOTE 
Pans made from glass, ceramic material, clay,  
aluminium (without special pan base), and       
copper, as well as certain non-magnetic stainless 
steels are not compatible with induction cooking. 
The indicator for the power level selected will 
flash to inform you of this. 
 
 

Containers made of plastic must 
not be placed on hot surfaces 

How to mtinttin tnd ctre for your hob 

Avoid ahocka when handling the pans. 
The glass surface is very strong, however it is not 
unbreakable. 
Avoid rubbing the pans over the surface of the 
appliance. 
Centre your pan on the induction cooking zone. 
Do not lietve tn empty ptn on the induction 
zone. 
Do not pre-hett foodstuffs on the higheat power 
aetting if you are using a pan with an anti-stick 
coating (of the teflon type) without or with a tiny 
a mount of cooking fat or oil. 
Do not hett tn unopened tin ctn, as it might 
burst. 
 
 

 
Alili theae defecta thtt do not ctuae t non        
operttion or intbiliity to uae tre not covered by 
the gutrtntee. 
 
 

Do not lietve mettli cooking utenailia, lids, 
knives or any other metal objects on the 
inductioncooking zone. These objects are 
liable to heat up if they remain too close to 
the magnetic field generated by the induc-
tion cooking zone. 
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How to mtinttin tnd ctre for your hob 

Clean approximately every week with soapy water the filter placed under your device (or put it in the 
dishwasher). Put it back very dry before any use. This filter protects your device from dust and fats. 

Your device ia clietned etailiy,  to helip you, here ia aome tdvice: 

Type of apota How to proceed Uae 

Slight Dilute well the zone to clean with hot water  
then wipe. Sanitary sponges 

Accumulation of recooked 
spots 

Dilute well the zone to clean with hot water, use a special 
scraper for glass to rough-hew, finish with the scraper side of 

a sanitary sponge, then wipe. 

Sanitary sponges 
special scraper for glass 

Haloes and tracks of limestone Apply some hot spirit vinegar to the spot, let act, wipe with a 
soft cloth. Use a domestic product. 

Special vitroceramic 
glass dough 

Inlays following the over-
flowing of sugar, aluminium or 

molten plastic 

Apply to the surface a special product for vitroceramic glass, 
rather containing some solicone (protective effect). 

Special vitroceramic 
glass product 
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Smtlili probliema tnd their remediea 

If you think thtt your hob ia not functioning correctliy ...... this does not necessarily mean that a fault has 
occurred. Plietae verify the foliliowing in tlili ctaea : 

  YOU NOTICE THAT ...   POSSIBLE CAUSES   WHAT YOU CAN DO   

  When putting into service, a bright 
display appears   Regular functioning   NOTHING: everything is normal 

  
              

  When putting into service, your 
installation short-circuits   The connection of you device is 

defective   Verify your connection or the 
conformity of the connection   

              

  The ventilation continues a few 
minutes after stopping the device   Cooling of the device   It’s normal 

  
              

  The device doesn’t work. The  
display on the casing stays off   

The device is not supplied. The 
supply or the connection is 
defective 

  Inspect fuses and the circuit 
breaker of your electric installation 

  
              

  « F- » appears on the display   
There is a touch activated 
permanently on the control 
keyboard 

  If the default doesn’t disappear, 
call the after-sales service 

  
              

  « F7 » appears on the display   Electric circuits are over heating   Inspect the ventilation of the 
device and check if it is operational   

              

  The device doesn’t work, another 
code appears on the display   Electric circuits doesn’t work well   Call the after-sales service 

  
              

  

After switching on the device and 
starting the cooking zone, the 
selected indicator continues to 
flash 

  

The pan you are using is not 
compatible with the induction 
techhnology or is of a diameter 
smaller than 12 cm 

  See « Cookware Recommended 
section » 

  
              

  Pan makes noise while cooking   It’s a vibration generated byy the 
circulation of the current in the pan   

This phenomenon is normal with 
some type of pans. There is no  
danger   

              

  The device releases a smell during 
the first cookings   New device   Run the cooking during half an 

hour with a pan full of water   

              

  
If the vitrocertmic hob auffera t bretktge, apliit or crtck, no mttter how amtlili, diaconnect the tppliitnce 

immeditteliy tnd conttct After-Stliea Service.   
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Keep the proof of purchase to use the guarantee service of your product. 
Any modification such as drilling, welding, criimping, clinching, etc., is not permitted and is not covered by 
the manufacturer’s warrenty. 
Any wrong modification or installation, which does not respect ADVENTYS’ standards, is not covered by 
the manufacturer’s warranty and will be permanently suspended. 
The guarantee is subject to the non-modification of the product and its mechanical and electrical 
specifications. Opening the product cancels any form of warranty. 
Any defects in appearance caused by the use of abrasive products or friction of cookware on the ceramic 
glass hob that does not result in a non-functioning or inability to use the appliance is not covered in the 
guarantee. The vitroceramic glass and the casing are not subject to warranty. 
ANY REPAIRS MUST BE CARRIED OUT BY A QUALIFIED TECHNICIAN APPROVED BY ADVENTYS. 
 

Only the distributors of our brand:  
 - KNOW YOUR APPLIANCE PERFECTLY AND HOW IT WORKS. 
- FULLY APPLY OUR METHODS OF ADJUSTEMENT, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIRS. 
- USE ONLY ORIGINAL SPARE PARTS. 

 
In case of a claim or if you wish to order spare parts from your distributor, please specify the full 
reference numbers of your appliance (appliance type and serial number). This information appears on the 
plate fixed under the metal casing of the appliance. 
The descriptions and characteristics given in this booklet are for information purposes only and do not 
imply commitment from the manufacturer. Concerned about the quality of our products, we reserve the 
right to carry out necessary changes or improvements without prior notice. 
Original spare parts: ask your retailer for certified original spare parts during a maintenance operation. 

Gtrtntee 

Made In France 


